
SERVICE & SUPPORT

ACCESSORIES

Part No. Old No. Description Price

AJL
AT-EC01 
AT42222
AT42225
AT42228
AT42234
AT42727
AT42734
AT43434
AT43454

ATC-4
ATC-8

ATS
ATS-AA72

-
-

AT-1
-

AT-28
AT-3

-
-

AT-2
AT-4

-
-
-
-

Ext Legs (4), 10”, for A434
Slide Tube, 28”-47”, for A427
Slide Tube, 22”-36”, for A422
Slide Tube, 35”-39”, for A422
Slide Tube, 28”-42” for A422
Slide Tube, 34”-48”, for A422
Slide Tube, 27”-46”, for A427
Slide Tube, 34”-53”, for A427
Slide Tube, 34”-58”, for A434
Slide Tube, 54”-78”, for A434
Tube Cap, 1” to 4” Extension
Tube Cap, 1” to 8” Extension

Tail Stand, 30” to 51-1/2”
Slide Tube, 51”/72” for ATS

 $
 $
 $
 $
 $
 $
 $
 $
 $
 $
 $
 $
 $
 $

AJS UNIVERSAL AIRCRAFT JACK SETS
A complete lifting system to handle most light aircraft. Includes two 
(2) A422 jacks; (2) A434 jacks; (2 sets) AJL extension legs; (2) AT42228 
slide tubes; (2) AT42234 slide tubes; (2) AT43454 slide tubes; (2) ATC-4 
extension caps; (2)  ATC-8 extension caps; and (1) ATS tail stand. The 
AJS2 Deluxe Jack Set includes an extra A422 jack; (1) AT42228 slide 
tube, and (1) ATC-4 cap to support ALL retractable gear aircraft up 
to 8,000 pounds. The AJS3 Premium Set adds (2) extra A427 jacks.

No. AJS ........................... (Standard Set) .......................$
No. AJS2 ........................... (Deluxe Set) .........................$
No. AJS3 ..........................(Premium Set) .......................$

MEYER HYDRAULICS® AIRCRAFT JACKS

AIRCRAFT JACK SELECTION GUIDE

AIRCRAFT JACKS TUBES LEGS STAND

Aero Commander (2) A434 (2) AT43454 (2) AJL (1) ATS

Beech: 91, 1900, 
King Air Super 200

(3) A334B

Beech: Model 50, 
Queen Air

(2) A434
(1) A422

(1) AT42234

Beech: Baron, Bonanza, 
Debonair, Travelaire

(2) A422 (1) ATS

Cessna Caravan 208
(2) A328B
(1) A427

Cessna Cardinal RG (2) A434
(2) AT43454

(2) ATC-8
(1) ATS

Cessna Citation I, II, & V
(2) A325B
(1) A322B

Cessna Citation III, VI, VII
(2) A334B
(1) A325B

Cessna Citation X
(2) A342C
(1) A334B

Cessna: All high wing 
(except Cardinal)

(2) A434
(2) AT43454

(2) ATC-8
(2) AJL (1) ATS

Cessna 300 & 400 Series (3) A427

Cessna Mustang (VLJ) (3) A421

Eclipse 500 (VLJ)
(2) A419
(1) A427

AT-EC01

Falcon 10 (3) A328B

Falcon 20 (3) A334C

Falcon 50 (3) A340C

Gulfstream (Grumman)
(2) A342B
(1) A334B

Lear Jet
(2) A330B
(1) A322B

Lockheed Jetstar (3) A334B

Merlin II, III, & IV (3) A342B

Mitsubishi MU-2
(2) A360A
(1) A328B

Mooney: All models (2) A422 (1) ATS

Navion (2) A427 (1) ATS

Piper Cheyenne (2) A334B (1) ATS-AA72 (1) ATS

Piper: All models (except 
Navajo & Aerostar)

(2) A422 (1) ATS

Piper Navajo & Aerostar (2) A434 (1) ATS

Saberliner (3) A328B

Turbo Commander A360A

Westwind (2) A334B

AIRCRAFT JACKS

Part No. Old No. Range Capacity Price

A322B
A325B
A328B
A330B
A334B
A334C
A340C
A342B
A342C
A355C
A360A

A-10
A-2516

A-9
A-11
A-17

-
A-15
A-13

A-1324
A-5524

A-60

22”-36”
25”-42”
28”-48”
30”-50”
34”-60”
34”-60”
40”-71”
42”-75”
42”-75”
55”-95”
25”/42”

16000 lbs
16,000 lbs
16,000 lbs
16,000 lbs
16,000 lbs
24,000 lbs
24,000 lbs
16,000 lbs
24,000 lbs
24,000 lbs
10,000 lbs

 $
 $
 $
 $
 $
 $
 $
 $
 $
 $
 $

A419
A421
A422
A427
A434

-
-

A-5
-

A-6

19”-34”
21”-38”
22”-36”

27” - 46”
34”-58”

6,000 lbs
6,000 lbs
6,000 lbs
6,000 lbs
6,000 lbs

 $
 $
 $
 $
 $

Meyer Hydraulics Aircraft Jacks have served as the general 
aviation industry standard for over 45 years. Professional me-
chanics and service technicians all over the world rely on Meyer 
Jacks to confidently lift propeller, and jet aircraft with the secu-
rity and features one should demand in aircraft jacks.
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W403 W404

SERVICE & SUPPORT

Lifetime Warranty1 - DELUXE BRAKE BLEEDER TANK
Our new Deluxe Brake Bleeder Tank has been completely redesigned to resist the sol-
vent effects of most types of aviation brake fluids. The high-impact plastic reservoir and 
specialized seals are compatible with 5606 and Skydrol. The hand operated pressur-
izing pump has also been totally re-engineered to deliver more pressure with fewer 
strokes. You will get everything needed to fit most brake receptacles.

No. 225DX ..................... (With Universal & Cleveland adapters) ......................
No. A255 ...................................... (Universal adapter) .......................................
No. 1246 ................................ (Cleveland brake adapter) ..............................

3 - BRAKE RELINING TOOLS
Our new W404 brake relining tool makes it virtually impossible to botch a brake relining 
job. The threaded screw action of the rivet insertion tool insures a perfect roll on brake 
rivets every time without damaging the liner. Machined steel, not cast. Made in U.S.A.

No. W404 ...................................... (Threaded model) .....................................
No. W403 ........................................(Impact model) .......................................
No. 4-4 .............................. (Brake relining rivets, pkg. of 100) ..........................

5 - MEYER® TIRE BEAD BREAKER
Easily adjusts for a wide range of aircraft tires up to 14” inches in diameter. Quality con-
struction for dependable service.

No. AB-1 .........................................................................................................

4 - AIRCRAFT TIRE & WHEEL BALANCER
The Desser Wheel & Tire Balancer will do exactly the same job as the old Goodyear tire 
balancer at a fraction of the cost. It works with any assembly having at least a 1” axle, 
up to a 35” diameter tire. This covers any general aviation aircraft tires/wheels from 
500-4 Ercoupe, to corporate and regional sizes up to a 35/11-18 Gulfstream main 
tire assembly. Features include: lightweight aluminum frame, hard anodized aluminum 
securing cones, Black oxide alloy steel balancing shaft and high tolerance bearings. 
Comes complete with instructions and starter weights to completely and accurately 
balance your tire/wheel assembly. Manufactured in the U.S.A

No. AS01 ........................................................................................................
No. AS01-SW ............................... (.25 oz weights-5 pcs) .................................

2 - BRAKE BLEEDER EXTENSION HOSE (15’)
Recharging your brake system is normally a two-man operation wherein one man con-
trols the flow, while the other monitors the master cylinder. This 15 foot brake bleeder 
extension hose essentially reduces recharging to a one-man operation by allowing you 
to cover both bases at once. Just hook it up to your 225DX Brake Bleeder Tank (not in-
cluded. See page 110), and you will be able to take the tank to the cockpit and control 
the refill process from there while you monitor the master cylinder.

No. 225DX-15H .................................................................................................
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3 - DUAL RANGE TIRE PRESSURE GAUGE
Accurately measures tire pressure up to 200 psi in 5 psi increments. Dual calibrations; 
psi in black and kg/cm2 in red. Accurate to within 5%.

No. 980400 ......................................................................................................

SERVICE & SUPPORT

2 - STRUT SERVICING EQUIPMENT
Our kit contains all of the hardware you’ll need to deliver nitrogen to tires and struts from 
a nitrogen bottle. It includes a regulator, gauges (input & delivery), shut off valve, 12’ 
hose, and a strut coupler. There are two types to choose from: Low pressure for nose 
struts and high pressure for main struts. Bottle (input) pressure gauge ranges 0-4000 psi. 
Delivery pressure gauge ranges 0-500 psi for the low pressure model, and 0-2500 psi 
for the high pressure model. Does not include nitrogen bottle.

No. 606 ................................. (0-500 psi Delivery Pressure) ............................
No. 607 ................................ (0-2500 psi Delivery Pressure) ...........................

4 - SCHRADER STRUT COUPLER
The Schrader “gooseneck” coupler is used to connect to the inflation valves of most 
types of aircraft struts. They are used in conjunction with a strut pump or a nitrogen 
bottle to deliver the pressurized air needed to inflate a strut. One end fits directly to the 
strut and the other has a 1/8” NPT Female thread. 

No. SK2043C ....................................................................................................

5 - SCHRADER HIGH PRESSURE  STRUT COUPLER
The Schrader Tee-coupler attaches directly to the strut valve to inflate or deflate the strut 
via the built-in core depressor pin. It attaches securely by hand or wrench to the valve 
threads (.305-32 thread size) and forms a perfect seal at up to 3000 psi. The air line 
connector is a 1/8” NPT male thread. 

No. 556 ............................................................................................................

1 - ATS AIRCRAFT STRUT PUMP
Our new Aircraft Strut Pump delivers up to 1,500 PSI of pressure to raise struts without the 
need to place the airplane on jacks. Safety one-shot air delivery system gives you maxi-
mum control over the entire process -- each stroke of the delivery valve injects a small 
shot of pressurized air into the strut so that you can raise it in controlled increments. Virtu-
ally zero chance of accidentally overpressurizing and possibly damaging your struts.

• Design now features 6061-T6 Aluminum construction for lightweight durability
• Operates on 50 to 150 psi air pressure (100 psi recommended)
• Enhanced high pressure valve system rated at over 3,000 psi
• True 10X pressure magnification produces over 1,500 psi from 150 psi source
• Also works with Nitrogen delivery systems
• Safety “one-shot” system delivers pressure to strut in controlled increments.
• 24” High Pressure Delivery Hose
• MADE IN U.S.A.

No. 675A ........................................................................................................
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SERVICE & SUPPORT

4 - HOSE ASSEMBLY TOOL
For use in assembling AN and STRATOFLEX® 300 series hose fittings.

PART NUMBER HOSE SIZE FITTING 
NUMBER

THREAD 
SIZE PRICE

2701-3
2701-4
2701-5
2701-6
2701-8

2701-10
2701-12

-3
-4
-5
-6
-8
-10
-12

300-3
300-4
300-5
300-6
300-8
300-10
300-12

3/8-24
7/16-20
1/2-20
9/16-18
3/4-16
7/8-14

1-1/16-12

 $
 $
 $
 $
 $
 $
 $

2701-KIT All mandrels listed above plus case  

5 - THE TUBECUTTER™ HOSE CUTTER
The TubeCutter™ is guaranteed to produce a clean, square cut every time. It cuts 
through Aeroquip lines, rubber tubing, plastic tubing, hydraulic hoses, and pneumatic 
lines. It’s so strong, it’ll even cut through Kevlar reinforced hoses! Manufactured from 
drop forged steel and chrome plated for durability.

No. UG1234 .....................................................................................................
No. UG1234-B ............................. (Replacement blade) ...................................

1 - CAULK MASTER® AEROSPACE SEALANT GUN (SEMCO TYPE)
Caulk Master air powered dispensing guns give you a level of control simply unattain-
able with manual guns. The patented Valox® grip trigger mechanism gives you the 
exact amount of caulk, sealant, or adhesive you nead, so you can dispense material 
at a smooth steady pace. Even “weep” at the end of a run is a thing of the past... when 
you stop squeezing the trigger, the flow stops immediately. This gun will dispense all 
Semco (PRC DeSoto) type cartridges containing sealant or adhesives. Comes with a 3 
foot air hose and standard 1/4” NPT fitting. 70 PSI operating pressure. 

No. PG10260 ......................(Complete Gun w/ 6oz Retainer) ........................
No. 102025 ..................................... (2.5oz Retainer) .....................................
No. 102060 ..................................... (6.0oz Retainer) .....................................
 No. 102120 .................................... (12oz Retainer) ......................................

2 - MINI-MIXER SEMKIT PACKAGE MIXER
The mini-mixer is a newly patented tool designed to quickly and efficiently mix all types 
of pre-filled Semkit® packages, regardless of viscosity. The mini-mixer conveniently fits 
onto any air or electric drill with a 3/8” chuck and will work with both injection and barrier 
style packages. Use the mini-mixer to reduce fatigue and provide a more uniform mix 
than is possible by hand. The mini-mixer is tiny enough to fit into your shirt pocket, yet it 
will perform the same job as the larger industrial mixers costing hundreds of dollars. 

No. MMX01 ......................................................................................................

3 - TORQUE SEAL™
Torque Seal is an inexpensive method to detect warranty tampering; and vibration 
loosening. Used in production on compression fittings, studs, nuts, parts, and assemblies 
after they are in proper torque or position. Inspectors can visually detect any move-
ment or tampering

No. F900-R .............................................. (Red) ..................................................
No. F900-Y ............................................. (Yellow) ................................................
No. F900-O........................................... (Orange) ...............................................
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SEMCO® PRODUCTS

1 - SEMCO® AIR SEALANT GUN
The Semco air sealant gun is designed for the quiet, pneumatic application of seal-
ants, adhesives, potting compounds, and other materials packaged in PRC® dispos-
able cartridges. The gun is made of metal and plastic and is engineered to withstand 
the rigors of the production work place. The handle can be removed to allow more 
clearance and better manipulation in confined areas. Wt. 1.2 lbs. Note: The air hoses 
required to operate Semco air sealant guns are sold separately (see below).  

Part No. Description Price

250A-2
250A-6

Pistol grip gun with 2.5 oz. Metal retainer
Pistol grip gun with 6 oz. Metal retainer

$
$

250-2R
250-6R

2.5oz. metal retainer for 250 series dispensers
6oz metal retainer for 250 series dispensers

$
$

2 - HOSE ASSEMBLY
All hose assemblies come with a B-nut fitting to attach to the Semco gun and the speci-
fied quick connect attachment. Each hose is 5 ft (1.5m) long.

No. PRC-5A .........................(With ARO quick-connect fitting) ..........................
No. PRC-5H ..................... (With HANSEN quick-connect fitting) ........................
No. PRC-5S .................... (With SCHRADER quick-connect fitting)......................

3 - SEMCO® MANUAL SEALANT GUN
The Semco model 850 gun is a hand-operated, high quality dispensing gun designed 
to accept Semco disposable cartridges or Semkit packages. It is excellent for the “in-
field” application of sealants, adhesives, and other materials. A threaded retainer pro-
vides a tight fit into the ratchet handle, permitting uninterrupted operation.  Wt. 1 lb. 

Part No. Description Price

850-2
850-6

Manual Gun with 2.5 oz. Metal retainer
Manual Gun with 6 oz. Metal retainer

$
$

850-2R
850-6R

2.5oz. metal retainer for 850 series dispensers
6oz metal retainer for 850 series dispensers

$
$

4 - PRC® DISPOSABLE CARTRIDGES & NOZZLES
Semco disposable cartridges are molded from high density polyethylene, which makes 
them capable of handling a wide variety of chemical fluids for storage and applica-
tion. Use them to load your own adhesives, sealants, lubricants, or other media for use 
with Semco dispense guns.

Part No. Description Price

PRC-2PW
PRC-6PW

2.5 oz. Disposable cartridge
6 oz. Disposable cartridge

PRC-255N
PRC-415N
PRC-420N
PRC-440N

2” nozzle, no orifice
3-1/2” nozzle, no orifice

3-1/2” nozzle with 1/16” orifice
3-1/2” nozzle with 1/8” orifice

SEMCO and SEMKIT are registered trademarks of PRC DeSoto International

SERVICE & SUPPORT
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SERVICE & SUPPORT

1 - ROL-AIR® 37° FLARING TOOL
The industry standard Rol-Air® is the choice of professionals. Flares soft copper, alumi-
num and brass tubing. The faceted hard chrome coated cone rolls out perfect 37° 
flares above the die block, and then automatically burnishes the flare face while main-
taining the original wall thickness at the base of flare. New slip-on yoke permits use in 
tight quarters. Satin chrome and black finish. Not recommended for stainless steel.

No. 507FB ..............(3/16”, 1/4”, 5/16”, 3/8”, 1/2”, & 5/8” O.D. tubing) .............

3 - ROL-AIR® 37° AVIATION FLARING TOOL
Forms 37° flares in aircraft grade stainless steel (MIL-T-6845), titanium, and other metal 
tubing, both soft and hard. Positive stop gauge assures correct size of flare. The three 
rollers in the flaring cone roll out 37° flares above the die block while burnishing the flare 
face to a smooth finish. A built in extension on the yoke can be clamped in a vise for 
extra support. Satin chrome and black nickel finish. Note: Use of the optional 401FA 
Reamer Yoke is recommended when flaring aviation grade stainless steel tubing.

No. 400F....................(3/16”, 1/4”, 5/16”, 3/8”, 1/2”, & 5/8” tubing) ...............
No. 401FA ...................(Optional Reaming Yoke for stainless steel) ................
No. 402FA ............................(Kit consisting of 400F & 401FA) .........................

5 - INNER-OUTER REAMING & DEBURRING TOOL
Reams both the inside and outside edges of 3/16” to 1-1/2” diameter tubes with the aid 
of three hollow ground cutters. Fluted body fits comfortably in the palm of your hands. 

No. 208F....................(For copper, aluminum, & other soft metals) .................
No. 208SS ......... (For all metals including aviation grade stainless steel) .........

4 - IMPERIAL® GEAR DRIVEN TUBE BENDER
A spur-gear driven bender with 10-to-1 ratio for easy bending of all tempered tubing 
including MIL-T-6345 aviation grade stainless steel. Can be hand held, clamped in a 
vise, or bolted to a bench. Note: each bender will bend only one size tubing.

Part No. Tube O.D. Bend Radius Weight Price

270F-06
270F-08
270F-10
270F-12
270F-14
270F-16

3/8”
1/2”
5/8”
3/4”
7/8”
1”

1-3/4”
2-1/2”

3”
4”
4”
4”

3lbs
4.75lbs
8.5lbs
15lbs
15lbs
15lbs

2 - IMPERIAL® 37° HEAVY-DUTY FLARING TOOL
Forms 37° flares in annealed stainless steel (MIL-T-6345 or AMS5566), cold drawn stainless 
steel, copper, aluminum, brass, and other soft metals. Ball thrust bearing mechanism 
reduces the effort required to produce perfect 37° flares, even in stainless steel. Made 
of hardened tool steel, and features a non-slip grip which securely holds tubing, even 
after repetitive flaring. Extension on bar can be clamped in a vise for extra support. 

No. 447F................(1/8”, 3/16”, 1/4”, 5/16”, 3/8”, & 1/2” O.D. tubing) ...........

IMPERIAL® PRODUCTS

Flares rolled out above die by smooth 
faceted cone. Makes stronger flares.

Flares 1/8” stainless 
steel primer lines!

Flares T6845 aviation 
grade stainless steel

Safely bends T6845 
aviation grade 
stainless steel
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SERVICE & SUPPORT

1 - PARKER 37° FLARING TOOL
The heavy duty Parker Hannifin flaring tool is designed to make perfect 37° flares in 
aluminum, copper, brass, and mild steel tubing. The hardened tri-fluted cone burnishes 
the tubing as it creates the flare without scoring the surface. A built-in stop positions the 
tube prior to flaring so that your flares are always perfect. 1 year limited warranty. Tube 
Sizes 1/8”, 3/16”, 1/4”, 5/16”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 5/8”, 3/4”

No. 212FB .........................................................................................................

4 - TUBE BENDER
Special nylon forms prevents kinking or flattening. Easy to use with one end of the tube 
connected, or the unit can be mounted in a vice. For 3/16”, 1/4”,  5/16”,  and 3/8” O.D. 
tubing. Not recommended for 3/8 steel.

No. 44000 ........................................................................................................

2 - IMPERIAL™ TRIPLE HEAD BENDER
For making 45°, 90° and offset bends in tubing. Bends aluminum, copper, steel and 
other metal tubing. . Made in USA by Imperial.

No. 367FH ............................... (Bends 1/8”, 3/16” & 1/4”) ................................
No. 368FH .......................... (Bends 3/16”, 1/4”, 5/16” & 3/8”) ...........................

3 - LEVER TYPE TUBE BENDERS
EACH TOOL BENDS ONLY ONE SIZE. Open side type which slips over tube at any point. 
Makes smooth short radius bends up to 180°.

PART
NUMBER

TUBE 
DIA.

BEND
RADIUS

WEIGHT 
(LBS)

PRICE

4-2829
5-2829
6-2829
8-2829

10-2829
12-2829

1/4”
5/16”
3/8”
1/2”
5/8”
3/4”

9/16”
11/16”
15/16”
1-1/2”

3”
3”

1
1
2
3
6
7

 $
 $
 $
 $
 $
 $

6 - DELUXE TUBE CUTTER
Heavy-duty cutter makes clean, right angle cuts with absolutely no burrs. Kit includes 
roller, spare cutting wheel and foldaway reamer. Cuts or constricts tubes from 1/4” to 
1-5/8” (6-413mm). Hardened roller and cutter for long working life.

No. 374FC ........................................................................................................
No. 127FB ...................................... (Mini Tube Cutter) .......................................

5 - MALCO® RATCHET TUBE CUTTER
The new Malco® Ratchet Action tube cutter makes it easy to make clean cuts in tight 
spaces. Simply insert the tube into the self-ratcheting throat, tighten the cutting wheel, 
and cut through the tube using a back and forth ratcheting motion. Use it to make fast, 
clean cuts in copper brass, aluminum, and mild steel. The smaller RTC623 will cut tubes 
from 1/4” to 7/8”, and the larger RTC829 will cut tubes from 5/16” to 1-1/8”. Comes 
complete with spare cutting wheel, and built-in reamer.

No. RTC623 .............................. (Small: sizes 1/4” to 7/8”) ................................
No. RTC829 ........................... (Large: sizes 5/16” to 1-1/8”) ..............................
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ATS PRO TUBE BEADING KIT
The finest beading tool money can buy. We Guarantee it!

Meets MILSPEC 
MS33660D and SAE 
AS5131 standards

Lifetime Warranty

The Parker Beading Tool has been the number one choice of mechanics for making hose-clamping beads in metal tubes since its introduc-
tion in the early ‘40s by The Parker Appliance Company. Its reliability, simplicity, and portability has made the Parker one of the most sought 
after products in the aviation community. Thousands of these tools were made and sold, right up until production ceased in the late ‘50s. 
And to this day, no other tool has even come close to matching its quality. That’s why for the last 20 years we’ve visited flea markets, auctions, 
and even garage sales to find these priceless gems for the aviation community. In fact, we were the sole supplier of the Parker Beading Tool 
right up until our supply ran out. When we announced that we could no longer supply the Parker, our normally reasonable customers suddenly 
threatened us with riot if we didn’t bring them back... Fast!  And that’s exactly what we did.

By special arrangement, we tooled up and recreated the Parker in every detail. We  made sure nothing was overlooked: from the smooth 
contours that makes it feel so comfortable in your hand, right down to the wooden tool holder for that “classic” look. Of course, we couldn’t 
resist showing off by adding a few improvements of our own. Such as ground, hardened, and polished surfaces and high-polymer gripping 
jaws for mar-free beads in aluminum, copper, brass, and mild steel tubes ranging from 1/4” to 1” diameter. We know we’ve got it right, and 
that’s why our ATS Pro Beading Tool Kit carries the ATS Pro Lifetime warranty.

Here’s my personal guarantee to you: Try our ATS Pro Beading Kit for 30 days and if 
you’re not 100% satisfied, call me toll free at 1-800-248-0638 and I will personally make 
sure that you get a full refund including your shipping costs. No questions asked.

 -- Des Lynch, General Manager

PART NO. TUBE SIZES PRICE

TB145A-1
TB145A-2
TB145A-3

1/4”
3/8”, 1/2”, & 5/8”

3/4”, 1”

 
 
 

AP145 ATS Pro Beading Kit all sizes 1/4” to 1”  

Also available are our new ATS Pro Mini Beading Kits (p/n TB145A series). They use the 
same components and have the same exceptional quality as the Pro Beading Kit. 
Each kit is designed to cover a set of commonly used sizes, and can be easily up-
graded by adding more dies and frames as needed.

TB145A Mini Kit
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Lower
Price!

5- GENERAL PURPOSE STRAIGHT SCALE
Compact general purpose weight and force measurement instrument. 50 lbs. capac-
ity in 8 oz. increments. Non-corrosive brass with numeral and gradations deeply em-
bossed in black. Precision springs calibrated by certified weights for accuracy to within 
one graduation. Knurled knob for tare and zero adjustment. Dual graduations - English 
and metric. Can be used vertically or horizontally.

No. 5A354 ........................................................................................................

(a)

(b)

4 - PHENOLIC SCRAPERS
Phenolic scrapers are perfect for safely removing sealants, adhesives, stickers, labels, 
grime, and more. They are extremely durable and will easily slice through sealants, but 
will not damage the underlying structure.

PART NO. FIG TYPE SIZE PRICE

PH01
PH02
PH03
PH04

PHRG01
PHRG02

a
a
a
a
b
b

Hand
Hand
Hand
Hand

Air Gun
Air Gun

3/4” x 8”
1” x 8”

1-1/2” x 8”
2” x 8”
2” x 9”

2” x 3-3/4”

PH-SET Set of all 6 scrapers  

2 - HEAVY DUTY PRODUCTION PAINT GUNS
Designed for day in and day out professional use. Non-bleeder, siphon feed with exter-
nal mix. Operates on 40 to 85 psi at 5 to 12 CFM. Includes 1 quart cup.

No. 366Z2 .........................................................................................................

1- PRIMER PISTOL™
Primer Pistol™ is the simple and cost effective way to apply small amounts of primer 
paint and liquid with minimal cleanup time. It’s a very handy tool that uses disposable 
35mm film canisters as the delivery jar so that you’ll use that expensive primer in stingy 
amounts. It also makes cleanup a snap -- just throw away the jar and the pickup tube 
and you’re done. A great toolbox item for touch-up work.

No. SA-PP01 ....................................... (Primer Pistol) .........................................
No. SA-PP01H ................(Replacement siphon tubes-pack of 10)  ...................

3 - EXTREME SIMPLE GREEN
Extreme Simple Green’s new aircraft cleaning product, cuts through tough, built up 
grease, oil, dirt, pollution, insect residue and impact soils. We’ve found no other air-
craft-approved product on the market that matches Extreme Simple Green’s cleaning 
performance. Simple Green will cause no harm to aircraft structural metals, plastics, 
paints, or coatings.

No. ESGAC32..........................................(Quart) ..............................................
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3 - LOW PROFILE CREEPER
This new, body-fitting design was developed through testing on many body types to 
provide optimum comfort.  Creeper body is 2” longer for a better fit.  Improved ure-
thane rollers are now inserted into steel bushings which are molded into the creeper 
body.  Provides added strength and easy roller replacement.  Low profile, 7/8” floor 
clearance. Dimensions: length 38”, width 17-1/2”, height 4”.

No. 92102 ................................ (Highly visible RED color) ................................
No. 92132 ..................................(Replacement wheels) ....................................

2 - ATS PRO MINI VACUUM
We’ve redesigned our popular Mini Vacuum Cleaner to provide even more quality and 
value for your money. The vacuum housing section is now manufactured from cast 
aluminum, and the valves are made from marine-grade brass. Lifetime warranty.

No. ATSMV01 ....................................................................................................

4 - GREASE JOINT REJUVENATOR
The Grease Joint Rejuvenator opens clogged grease joints and fittings 
effortlessly in less than a minute.  Loosens dried grease in joints with just 
a tap. Also comes with a flexible shaft.

No. 7862 ................... (Professional model) ............................
No. 7864 ....................... (Pocket model) ................................

1 - MICRO-MESH™ AIRCRAFT WINDOW RESTORATION KIT
For over 25 years, the Micro-Mesh™ system is the method of choice to repair scratched 
and crazed acrylic surfaces by private pilots, mechanics, and boat owners. The secret 
to Micro-Mesh’s effectiveness is in the cushioned backed abrasives which minimizes 
the deep, random scratching and unnecessary steps, unavoidable with conventional 
abrasives. The results: fewer steps and the best surface finish possible. Micro-Mesh™ has 
been used extensively in military and commercial applications to restore damaged 
windows and canopies.

No. KR-70 ................................ (Restores up to 30 Sq. Ft.) ............................... 
No. HP-100 .............................. (Restores up to 60 Sq. Ft.) ................................
No. 3MG8 .................. (Windshield Polish & Scratch Remover (8oz) ..................
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8 - BLOW GUN
Meets OSHA standards as to maximum PSI 
and noise level.

No. D420 ..............................................................................

7 - THREE IN ONE AIR LINE MANIFOLD
Supply three air tools from one source! Use on 
air hose end or as permanently fixed bench 
outlet. No need to disconnect/connect to use 
different tools. Three 1/4” NPT outlets and a 
single 1/4” NPT inlet makes this a useful shop 
accessory.

No. 3404  .............................................................................

6 - AIR TOOL OIL
A special oil developed for proper lu-
brication of air tools, Sold in 1 quart 
(32 fl. oz.) containers.

No. X-300QT ..........................

4 - AIR HOSE COUPLERS

“Quick connect” style 
plugs and sockets will at-
tach to any 1/4” air line. 
1/4” pipe thread fittings.

No. D340 ....................... (Female socket) .............................
No. P341 ...........................(Male plug) ................................

D340 P341

SERVICE & SUPPORT

9 - SWIVEL CONNECTOR
Eliminates twisted air hoses forever. This connec-
tor swivels 360° and keeps your air hose straight 
no matter how your tool is held. Screws into any 
1/4” NPT air tool. It can be used with quick dis-
connect couplers. Patent pending.

No. 2563 ............................................................................

10 - AIR REGULATOR
Proper air pressure and air flow are a must 
when operating air tools and when paint-
ing. Screws into any 1/4” NPT fitting. 160 PSI 
gauge.

No. 1370 ............................................................................

5 - INLINE AIR OILER
Automatically feeds your air tools with 
the proper amount of oil for longer 
tool life. 1/4” NPT thread.

No. 5830 ..............................

12 - SWIVEL CONNECTOR AND REGULATOR
This unit combines a swivel connector and a pre-
cision air regulator all in one. The swivel section 
rotates a full 360° to keep the hose out of your 
way, while the regulator will accurately control 
airflow at up to 150 psi. 1/4” NPT thread size.

No. 7922R ..........................................................................

11 - AIR REGULATOR
Fits any tool with 1/4” thread.

No. 5401 ..............................................................................

13 - PROFESSIONAL AIR REGULATOR
Positive adjustment for accurate air regulating. 1/4” 
thread.

No. 1824 ............................................................................

PART NO. FITTING LENGTH PRICE

425 1/4” NPT 25’  

2 - RECOIL AIR HOSE

PART NO. ID MAX. PSI FITTING LEN PRICE

610
611

3/8”
3/8”

200
200

1/4” NPT
1/4” NPT

25’
50’

3 - INDUSTRIAL AIR HOSE WITH FITTINGS

1 - PORTABLE AIR TANK
Comes complete with 3 ft. air hose 
and tire chuck. 125 PSI working pres-
sure, 160 PSI pressure gauge. Manual 
shut-off valve. 7 gallon tank capacity.

No. 492Z4  ............................
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